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Software solutions for changing times
The restaurant and food service industry is rapidly changing.

• As online and mobile ordering become 
widespread, guests expect restaurants 
to be able to offer them a multi-channel 
experience.

• Speed is key. To ensure great customer 
service, restaurateurs need a system that 
is easy to learn and simple to use, and 
guarantees quick transactions.

• Security is one of the key concerns in the 
industry: restaurateurs need a reliable 
management system, which will safely 
store and manage their key business data.

• As they expand, food service companies 
need a flexible system that can grow 
with them.

• Customer demands are changing quicker 
than ever before. To keep up, food 
businesses need to arm themselves with 
a system that is latest-technology and 
which is constantly being improved and 
modernized.

• Restaurateurs need to establish a 
presence on social media: from food 
instagramming, to restaurant reviewing 
websites, dining is becoming more and 
more social.

• Analytics will play an ever-increasing 
role in identifying trends and customer 
behavior.

Successful restaurants will embrace technology and transform their business. 
How does your restaurant business measure up?

New challenges and opportunities

“As Wasabi grows, we know we can count 
on LS Nav Hospitality, a scalable solution 
that is very flexible and will grow with us.”

 — Rob Walsh
Wasabi



We know the hospitality business

Making your business easier, simpler, faster  
Global reach, experience and expertise 
 
For more than two decades, LS Retail has provided solutions that help retailers, 
restaurateurs and food service operators satisfy their customers in an easier, simpler 
and faster way. 
 
LS Nav is the flexible solution specifically designed to run your retail and hospitality 
business in one, powerful system. Today over 55,000 stores and restaurants operate LS 
Nav across more than 130,000 POS terminals worldwide. Among many satisfied users of 
LS Nav Hospitality are Nordic Choice Hotels, Arabian Food Supplies, Wasabi, Radisson Blu 
Hotel and Resorts, Adria Airways, Aer Rianta Duty Free, Blue Mountain Resort, Dunkin’ 
Donuts, Devyani International, Tantalizers, Road Café, Sodexo, Go Natural, Billund Airport, 
Hard Rock Café, Scandlines, Parkson Department Stores and many more.

“LS Nav has such a powerful foundation 
that it can easily be adapted to different 
contexts and requirements. It is simple to 
build on, with features that are easy to 
expand and customize, and efficient to run 
your business.“

 — John Gowers
Blue Mountain Resort



Is your business at risk?  
Does your restaurant software system support or hinder  
your potential for growth? 
Using too many IT systems leads to higher costs, and the risk of 
unaligned data. Are you using different applications for your traditional 
and mobile POS, kitchen management, chain management, accounting 
and inventory management? 
If the answer is yes, it’s time to revolutionize your restaurant system. 
 
Are your costs spiraling out of control? 
No matter if you work in a café, pub, steakhouse or quick service 
restaurant, your customers expect you to serve them quickly, precisely 
and professionally. Can you keep track of everything that is going on 
in your restaurant and maintain timely and impeccable service? Or are 
food costs and organizational management bringing you down? 
 
Can you satisfy your customers? 
Consumers expect restaurants to keep up with changes in the 
industry. Your diners want to be able to check your menu and select 
their favorite items through their mobiles, tablets and computers. 
They wish to keep in touch with you across the social media 
channels. They ask for fast and precise service at the tables. 
 
Do you have the technology to embrace these changes?

Business 
at risk?

High costs and 
loss of sales

Too many  
systems

Lack of 
control

Changing
consumer 
behavior

Can you stand the heat?



LS Nav ‑ The complete business solution  
Increase the efficiency and margins of your food service establishment, streamline 
processes, speed up tasks and make your customers happy. 
LS Nav is a flexible, highly scalable and powerful software solution used by restaurants, 
food service businesses and retail stores worldwide. 
 
This easy-to-use and fast-to-implement restaurant software solution empowers management 
and staff, giving them all the tools they need to satisfy their customers in a simple and easy 
way. Whether you run an elegant table service restaurant, a chain of busy cafés, a quick service 
establishment or a cafeteria, LS Nav Hospitality is the solution for you. 
 
For retail and hospitality  
Do you also have a retail store? Then LS Nav Hospitality is the right choice for you. The 
system is specifically designed to run your retail and hospitality business in one single 
system, fast and efficiently. 
 
From head office to front of house 
LS Nav, built on Microsoft Dynamics NAV, is an integrated system; therefore, the POS, 
back office and head office all use the same application. This makes it possible to track 
individual transactions from the POS to the general ledger, maximizing your control over 
the business.  
 
Outstanding customer service and total control 
Offer your customers faster and more accurate service: with LS Nav Hospitality orders 
are sent directly from the POS to the kitchen, decreasing the risk of errors. Thanks to the 
solution’s total integration, the management always has a clear overview and control over 
their whole operation.

One solution, many possibilities

We offer several deployment options, giving you the flexibility to 
leverage LS Nav Hospitality based on the model that best suits your 

business needs and your budget.

Cafés Pubs & barsCasual diningQuick serviceFine dining

On premise In the cloud Hybrid



Devyani International
Devyani International Limited (DIL) operates over 300 outlets of Pizza 
Hut, KFC, Costa, Vaango, Swensen’s, and other brands in nine countries 
across Asia and Africa. 
 
The company has successfully been running 1300 POS terminals, plus two 
busy call centers, on LS Nav Hospitality. 
 
With LS Nav Hospitality, Devyani has managed to:

• Integrate all the outlets with the call center and head office.

• Successfully run two call centers receiving around 260.000 calls a month.

• Take enhanced business decision thanks to the in-depth reports.

• Eliminate manual processes, saving person-hours.

• Get a central visibility of waste, inventory, finance.

• Quickly roll out complex business promotions, deals,  
and price changes in all 400 Stores.

• Significantly increase levels of customer satisfaction.

Blue Mountain Resort
Blue Mountain is one of Canada’s largest holiday resorts. More than 
2 million guests visit Blue Mountain every year, spending time in the 
resort’s hotels, bars, restaurants, stores, supermarkets, and various sport 
courses.  
 
Since 2009, all of Blue Mountain transactions and services, across over 135 POS 
stations, are run and managed through a single, all-in-one system: LS Nav. 
 
Since adopting LS Nav, Blue Montain reaped the following benefits:

• Higher flexibility: Employees only have to be trained on one system, 
and can be moved around to different divisions easily further reducing 
training costs. 

• Offers, packages and discount management: Blue Mountain can now 
easily create integrated offers, as well as a loyalty program that works 
across its verticals.

• Elimination of manual processes, saving person-hours.

• In-depth data analysis, allowing the company to take informed  
business decisions.

• Greatly reduced license costs.



Scandlines
Scandlines is one of Europe’s largest ferry companies, operating 
restaurants on board its ships and retail shops both on the ships  
and at the departure and arrival stations.  
 
According to Henrik Ingemand, Vice President of Catering, Scandlines, finding 
the right management system was no easy feat: “Retail and catering are two 
different things. Retail is very much based on pay per scan, while catering 
includes the whole aspect of production. It is not a case of one size fits all.” 
However, Scandlines did find the one system that can manage it all: LS Nav. 
 
By implementing LS Nav, Scandlines has gained:

• A single, standard solution for both retail and catering.

• Integration with SAP.

• Increased speed of service thanks to automations.

• Business Intelligence. Scandlines can now track its business right down 
to unit level in terms of sales, resources and costs.

• Complete loyalty program with app, website, Member management 
and option of targeted campaigns.

• Enhanced catering services with table reservation, menu management, 
food planning, raw ingredients tracking and display management.

Sodexo Cyprus
Sodexo is one of the largest employers in the world, serving 75 million 
consumers every day at more than 33.000 locations across 80 countries. 
 
Sodexo Cyprus uses LS Nav for its retail stores and its catering and 
hospitality business. 
 
Sodexo Cyprus experienced many benefits from the system, including:

• Fast and efficient customer checkout.

• No system downtime in seven years of use.

• Minimum staff training required, as the system is very easy to use.

• Simple customizations and configurations.

• Ease of maintenance.

• Fast data replication from POS to back office, and vice versa.

• Easy and reliable transaction management.



A Point of Service, not just sales 
 
The LS Nav Hospitality Point of Sale (POS) is fast, dependable and powerful. The system is 
suited for different types of hospitality setups, from fine dining to quick service, cafés, bars, 
pubs and more. 
 
Simple but powerful 
The graphic user interface makes the device quick to learn and simple to use, enabling 
restaurateurs to cut training times tremendously. The POS limits the risk of errors by giving 
users access only to valid options in each stage of the transaction. 
The LS Nav Hospitality POS is easily customizable by users – no need for a programmer. 
Managers can easily change the look and feel of the POS. Use your brand logo, images and 
colors, and redefine the buttons with just a few clicks to make your operations simpler and quicker. 
 
Give great customer service 
The LS Nav Hospitality POS is not only a Point of Sale, but also a Point of Service.  
Customers can be registered into the loyalty program straight at the POS.  
Upselling and cross-selling tools at the POS will help increase your sales.  
You will be able to provide better service pulling up information about your company, products 
and menus – from the special of the day to the ingredients in your dishes - at the POS. 
 
The POS accepts various payment methods, including gift cards, vouchers, credit and debit 
cards and payments in multiple currencies.

Easier, simpler, faster POS



Bring the checkout to the table 
 
Unparalleled speed, flexibility and quality of service 
 
Improve your workflow and provide service your diners will 
remember with the LS Nav Hospitality mobile POS (mPOS). 

Rapid orders and payments at the table 
Speed up your service: with the LS Nav Hospitality mPOS waiters 
can send orders to the kitchen and take payments directly at the 
tableside. No more running from the table to the register or the 
kitchen: with the mPOS you can leave your waiters free to roam the 
restaurant floor and the outdoors seating areas, taking orders and 
closing payments faster than ever before.  
 
Superior service at the tableside 
Provide outstanding service: armed with our mobile POS, your staff can: 

• take orders 

• send the orders straight to the kitchen

• give out information about menu items,  
special offers and more

• check the status of orders in the kitchen 

• receive payments

• hand out receipts 

anywhere on the restaurant premises.

Mobile POS for tableside service

“Our goal at Café Paris is to provide fast and 
effective service in the best way possible. 
LS Nav Hospitality makes our job easier by 
offering a user-friendly interface on the 
POS. At a glance it shows us the seating 
situation, order queue and status. LS Nav 
Hospitality is designed for businesses that 
value their customers’ time”.

— Denis Nikolaison 
Café Paris



Easy management of 
your tables and guests 
 
Amaze your diners with quick and precise service  
 
LS Nav Hospitality will help you manage your tables simply and 
accurately, ensuring you always meet the demands of guests with 
special needs or preferences. Reduce delays and slip-ups and offer 
your customers a consistent, timely and high-quality service.  

Use the intuitive graphic table management system to handle 
optimal seating and maximize table turnover. With our table status 
feature waiters can quickly view the status of tables in their section, 
see which tables are free, make sure that all guests have been served, 
ensure that the orders have been promptly sent to the kitchen, 
check how long it has been since a table was last attended, and so 
on. Managers can configure and activate multiple table setups, for 
example using different arrangements for brunch and dinner service. 
 
The system also helps handle takeout orders by labeling them 
differently and queuing them in a special takeout order list.

Restaurant and table management



Kitchen management

Organize your kitchen  
Prepare and serve the right dishes, with speed and precision 
 
LS Nav Hospitality provides your kitchen staff with clear guidance on what to cook and 
when. Eliminate the risks of miscommunication, prepare more dishes in less time and 
ensure that your guests receive exactly what they had ordered, at the right time. 

The kitchen printers and display system streamline the work in your kitchen. Waiters can 
send the orders from the POS directly to the kitchen where they are printed, shown on 
displays, or both – depending on your setup. 
 
A dynamic, effective kitchen 
The kitchen printers print the orders in the sequence they arrive, including all relevant 
information. Add as many printer stations as you need, and print the orders either on 
OPOS or Windows printers. 
 
The kitchen display system streamlines the work in your kitchen. LS Nav Hospitality 
ensures that orders are sent to the correct display stations according to setup data. 
Restaurants can increase or decrease the number of stations according to their needs. 
 
From the POS to the kitchen and back 
The system allows for two-way communication. Orders, including modifiers, are sent 
from the POS to the display stations in the kitchen. The kitchen staff can then update the 
preparation status of each dish, making it visible at the POS. This way the waiter can easily 
monitor the process in the kitchen.



A well‑organized, flexible menu  
With LS Nav Hospitality it is easy to keep your whole operation under control. Add 
and manage recipes from back office, plan your purchases, set up deals and leave your 
customers free to personalize their dish with modifiers. 
 
Manage your recipes 
Enter and manage recipes for all your outlets from headquarters with the recipe 
management system. The program will take care of arranging them by style, category and 
ingredients. Set up the estimated preparation time of each dish. When orders are sent 
to the kitchen, the system will automatically display items according to production time, 
helping your kitchen staff prepare and send out dishes timely and in the right order. 
 
Sell deals 
Set up meal deals and sell them at POS quickly and easily. The system lets you decide the 
specifics of each deal – whether they are valid for specific restaurants only, for a certain 
period of the day, for takeout only, and so on. The meal deals allow for the presence 
of modifiers, so that you can guarantee high flexibility in order to always meet your 
customers’ needs. 
 
Buy the right amount of ingredients 
Plan your ingredients purchases and expenditures with LS Nav Hospitality. The software 
solution helps you create menus or meal plans, which can then be shared from central office 
throughout the business, down to every POS. Use the system to calculate the type and 
quantity of ingredients that you will need to buy to produce your meals.

Menu and ingredient management



InStore ManagementCall center and delivery

Quick and efficient orders and deliveries  
Manage your call center and delivery service 
 
Give your customers a punctual and precise ordering and delivery service with 
LS Nav Hospitality. Manage orders effectively through an online or offline call 
center, easily modify and update their status, and arrange timely and cost-
effective deliveries.

Easy driver dispatching 
Orders can be manually assigned to drivers. Organize the 
orders by street grid and plan the most efficient route for 
your drivers.

Waiting time display 
Call takers can see the current average production time in 
each restaurant, as well as the number of orders currently 
in process. Responders are thus able to choose the most 
convenient location, and then inform the customer of the 
time their order will be ready. 

Comment section 
It is possible to add notes for each registered customer. 
Include delivery specifications and special comments, and 
make your service quicker and more precise.

Order history 
The call taker can select one of the customers’ older orders 
as basis for the new one, making the ordering process 
simpler and faster. 

Internal messaging 
Head office and restaurant locations can communicate 
with the call center, for example to inform call takers about 
upcoming offers, delays or missing ingredients in specific 
restaurant locations.

Two-way communication with restaurants 
The call center can check the status of orders in different 
locations in real time. When a customer calls to ask if their 
dishes are ready, or to make changes to an order, the call 
center can answer promptly and accurately.

“LS Nav Hospitality offers Business Intelligence both vertically and 
horizontally. The system that is able to actively feed data into our finance 
system. This is a great management tool in our budgeting. When we see 
sales patterns, we can use them actively in our budgeting. The system. We 
can track our business right down to unit level in terms of sales, resources 
and costs – just as we can track the performance of a concept in several 
locations on the ship.”

 — Henrik Ingemand 
Scandlines – Ferry and Travel Shop



Effective price and offer management  
Centralized control over prices and promotions 
 
LS Nav Hospitality offers several tools to manage prices and offers effectively. Items 
can have multiple prices that are valid on different dates or times of the day. Set special 
offers based on location, customer loyalty level or both.

Flexible pricing 
LS Nav Hospitality allows you to set your pricing based on a number of parameters, 
including time, date, place, or unit of measure. This means that you could sell the same 
drink or meal at a different price depending on location, time of the day, or whether the 
product is consumed in-house or as takeout. 
 
Large variety of offers 
LS Nav Hospitality supports a wide range of special offers and promotions. Set up 
happy hour offers, breakfast deals, discounts active during specific days or months and 
more.  Are your promotions for all diners, or only for your most loyal ones? Set up offers 
for customer segments and decide which parameters should trigger the promotion - 
transaction amount, customer or loyalty groups, tender types, coupons, and more. LS Nav 
Hospitality supports a great number of offer combinations, enabling you to activate more 
than one promotion at the same time. Thanks to the system’s automations, you do not 
need to rely on your staff remembering which promotions are going on: based on settings, 
valid offers are automatically applied to all purchases that qualify for them.

Offers and pricing



Staff management

Cut your administrative costs 
Review your staff’s costs, get a precise overview over 
working hours and plan staffing more easily and 
accurately. The system reduces administrative time and 
errors, cutting your costs. 

Manage your employees 
Meet compliance, regulatory, and reporting requirements 
effortlessly. At the same time, provide secure and role-
tailored access to ensure that sensitive employee data is only 
delivered to the right people. Customize schedules, calculate 
staff commissions, and allow your staff to clock in and out 
directly on the POS - all with one complete system. 

Lower your costs by 
managing staff efficiently   
Plan staff rosters, manage worked hours and calculate your staff’s commission. 
Schedule shifts, estimate costs and compare the estimate to your budget to make  
sure your business is always operating in profit.

Analyze staff performance 
The system helps you analyze your employees’ 
performance compared to your operational costs, so you 
can always be sure that you are employing the right staff 
for your business.

Loss prevention tools 
Detect suspicious activity early and prevent losses. LS 
Nav Hospitality reviews all POS transactions and extracts 
transactions that match pre-defined triggers. The system 
then further analyzes the results to create loss prevention 
events. Such events can then be analyzed further by 
location, POS, staff, date and time.

“LS Nav Hospitality has ensured a single 
consolidated view of critical business information 
along with streamlined workflows and strong 
inventory controls, helping us create an efficient 
system for enhanced customer experience and 
maximum employee productivity” 

 — Dilip Kant Jha  
Tantalizers



Satisfy your customers across the channels  
Achieve multi-channel loyalty with LS Nav Hospitality 
 
Offer loyalty programs to increase retention and give your diners a good reason to 
keep coming back. 
 
Keep your diners loyal 
With LS Nav Hospitality you will be able to offer mobile loyalty, which both increases 
retention and gives you invaluable knowledge into your customers’ habits and 
preferences. Once your guests are part of the loyalty program, they will be able to earn 
and loyalty points for their purchases. Diners can then use the loyalty points as a payment 
method, or to get discounts and special deals.  
 
Personalized marketing 
The information you collect through your loyalty scheme can also be used to improve your 
marketing campaigns. Collect information on your most loyal customers’ habits and tastes, and 
use this intelligence to improve your offering. Segment your customers based on their habits 
and interests, send them tailored campaigns and offer personalized discounts and offers.

“LS Nav Hospitality is a very flexible instrument that can 
be adjusted according to our business-needs. We made the 
right choice and got a powerful instrument for managing 
business and creating unique loyalty programs.”

 — Alex Turin  
Mamamia

Customer loyalty



Data replication

Powerful and reliable data replication 
 
Does your retail solution communicate internally? 
 
LS Nav Hospitality has an integrated communications module that connects the restaurant 
with the head office. The LS Data Director takes care of high-speed data exchange 
between different databases within the network. Data is compressed before transmission, 
resulting in faster transfers and lower bandwidth requirements – making life easier for 
restaurateurs with databases in different regions or countries. 
 
LS Nav Hospitality has built-in scheduling facilities that can support data replication both in 
real time and according to a pre-defined schedule.

“Installing the system and establishing connectivity 
to and fro is very easy, compared to any other 
software. LS Nav Hospitality has one of the lowest 
requirements of hardware resources in the market. 
The centralized monitoring tool gives management 
and the IT department the powerful ability to have a 
check over outlets remotely.”

 — Ashish Upadhyay  
Barbeque Nation



One software solution, front to back

• Item and recipe management

• Meal plan management

• Meals deals and offers

• Price, offer, coupon and campaign 
management

• Dynamic hierarchy, attributes and other 
groupings of items

• Automatic and manual replenishment

• Quick centralized configuration of the POS 
look and feel

• Loyalty program, mobile loyalty and portal 
management 

• Sales reporting and analyzing

• Vendor performance

• Finance, receivables and payables

• Call center

• Staff management

• Loss prevention analysis

• BI – Business Intelligence

• Dashboard for restaurant operations

• Cash management

• Restaurant replenishment

• Receiving stock

• Stock counting and adjustments

• Sales history

• Simple end-of-day statements

• Kitchen displays

• Kitchen printing

• Delivery management

• Takeout management

• Drive-thru management

Head  
Office

Back of 
House

Front of 
House

• Easy-to-use POS/mobile POS

• Multiple interfaces

• Broad POS hardware support

• Table management

• Register covers

• Order to seat/customer

• Modifiers: toppings, extras, sizes

• Order sequence process at POS 

• Items cross- and up-selling

• Loyalty benefits at POS

• Multiple payment types

• Operate locally, configure centrally

• Fast checkout

• Transferring and joining tables

• Quick bill splitting

• Mobile loyalty  
on various devices

 - iOS

 - Android

 - Windows

• Personalized offers  
and notifications

• Mobile access to  
product information

• Map of locations  
with directions

• Easy loyalty registration  
and access

Customer 
Service



Easier Simpler Faster



About LS Retail
Easier, simpler, faster software solutions

LS Retail is the leading provider of end-to-end solutions for the retail and 
hospitality industry based on Microsoft Dynamics technology. 

For more than two decades, LS Retail has focused on providing solutions that meet 
the needs of restaurateurs and food service operators. 

Thanks to our vast knowledge and experience in the retail and food-service 
industry, we are able to offer scalable solutions to manage the complex operational 
requirements of organizations within such diverse industries as fashion, electronics, 
furniture, duty free, restaurants, coffee shops, forecourt and c-stores and many more.

Our high quality and cost-effective solutions help businesses around the world:

• increase revenue

• build loyalty

• provide better customer service

• reach new customers

• lower costs

For further information on LS Retail, LS Nav solutions and certified LS Nav partners, 
please visit www.LSRetail.com
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